
Anhänger mit FIMO
Instructions No. 848

Surprise your mother for Mother's Day with a homemade gift. The pendants
are made of glittering FIMO the necklace is designed and decorated with
coloured Swarovski-Crystal-cut beads. A very special "Thank you" for the best
mummy in the world 

And so it is done:

From the desired FIMO-Colors thin, equally long snakes roll. The diameters
can vary depending on the desired effect or mixing ratio.
Press the snakes together and twist them around each other. further Roll the
resulting snake so that it becomes longer. Then lay it on half, twist it
together again and roll it again. Repeat this process until the colours are
mixed together 
Important: The bright FIMO should form thin "streaks" in the finished roll 
Cut the finished roll lengthwise in the middle, place the halves next to each
other and roll over them with the roller Acrylic until the two parts have
bonded well together and a smooth surface without visible transitions has
been created 

Roll the filling as flat as possible and fit into the trailer
Tip: The best way to do this is to put the front of the pendant into the FIMO
and press and hold with a Cutter cut off the excess.
The Swarovski-Crystal-cut beads easily into the FIMO-Press the mixture,
place the finished pendants on baking paper and bake in the oven at 110°C
for approx. 30 min.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
516396-28 FIMO effect "Gemstone colors"Ruby-Quartz 1
516396-30 FIMO effect "Gemstone colors"Ice Crystal Blue 1
516396-38 FIMO effect "Gemstone colors"Blue Agate 1
516396-50 FIMO effect "Gemstone colors"Jade 1
511483 FIMO Acrylic Scooters 1
110587 FIMO gloss varnish 1
511148 FIMO Cutter 1
132442-45 VBS Cutting mat "Hobby"45 x 30 x 0,3 cm 1
132138 Fiskars "Professional metal cutter knife", 18 mm 1
120371-06 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 06/6,3 mm 1
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